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Summary
This pedagogical picture book invites you to nurture the potential for learning that comes from
children’s irrepressible urges to ask questions. Part of NSTA’s Powerful Practices series for primary
educators, The Power of Questioning offers you
· a solid foundation in both theory and practice. The book’s three-part instructional model is
grounded in questioning, investigation and assessment. Both you and your students will learn
how to question effectively, making investigations more engaging.
· an unusual opportunity to see a model brought to life. The authors provide vivid pictures as well
as links to special videos and audio recordings. You can actually hear teachers and students
engage in questioning and watch two easy-to-adapt examples (involving plants and life cycles)
of the model in action. Then, you can implement the new strategies right away in your own
classroom.
· standards- and STEM-friendly benefits. The book also illustrates how to integrate state
standards, the Next Generation Science Standards, the Common Core State Standards and
STEM education practices.
The Power of Questioning is a fresh, lively source of strategies both you and your students will enjoy.
The authors are veteran educators who know how busy and demanding today’s F–6 classroom is. This
easy-to-use volume is proof that sometimes a powerful tool comes in a small package.
Other Resources
·
·
·
·

Thinking Through Quality Questioning: Deepening Student Engagement (CO1005)
Questioning Sequences in the Classroom: The Classroom Strategies Series (MRL2496)
How to Design Questions and Tasks to Assess Student Thinking (114014)
Asking Better Questions, Second Edition (PBP6753)
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